**STOCK PRODUCT**

Ivory Notebook Collection MEDIUM
Digital Edge

**DIMENSIONS & IMPORTANT INFO**

- **Full Edge Dimensions** (not including bleed)
  - Full Edge Dimensions: 469mm (w) x 15.5mm (h)

- **Text Area Dimensions**
  - Bottom Edge: 111mm (w) x 9mm (h)
  - Leading Edge: 193mm (w) x 9mm (h)

**Blood Area**
We need a minimum of 3mm bleed for artwork that sits on the edge of the printed area.

**Text Area**
To ensure legibility, all text and important info should sit within the red dotted lines. Dimensions listed above.

**Curved Area** (approx. 6mm in radius)
Avoid placing text and important info in this area as it will look distorted on the finished product.
Avoid distinct colour/image changes within this area as the art will have a blended appearance when printed on the curved edge which might result in an effect which does not comply with company brand guidelines.

Please note:
These measurements are provided in order to set up the artwork at the correct size and should not be visible on any artwork which is then supplied to us.